CHANGES:

- Square numbers
- Fea. 10 in S2/W2, not S4/W2
- Fea. 11 in N2/\(W_2\), not N2/\(W_2\) \\

?- wind shears and bags must be changed to:

\[ S_2/W_2 \rightarrow N_2/W_2 \]

\[ S_4/E_2 \rightarrow \text{L1} \rightarrow \text{L2} \]

\[ \text{L3} \]

Level 1

\[ S_4/W_2 \rightarrow \text{Fea. 3} \rightarrow S_2 \]

Level 2

Fea. 10

\[ S_2/W_2 \rightarrow N_2 \]

\[ S_2/E_2 \rightarrow N_2 \]

Fea. 11 \rightarrow N_2

4N4/06 \rightarrow E2

Fea. 11 \rightarrow \text{Re photograph}
"Massawango Cu in 99.62 cu by weight for analysis obtained by R. Force."

"Tuscaro site"
13 May 73
T. Bautz

"Cu cup a 1 Krause, Bum 1, Sec. 16B"
"Cu cup a 3 ft. deep"

"Fea. 6 - Ig. inclusion pit"
"Fea. 6A - Jankawa Disturbance"
"Fea. 7 in above this"

"Fea. 7 in above this"

"Fea. 3 in above this"

"Found arrival ours at black soil as small shallow pit"
Nassango Creek site

Have taken north square down to 50 cm below surface and encountered Cu necklace and much red ocher. Possible burial under necklace.

Drew south wall of square, will do others and photo. Have opened square to 5W (how deep?) and encountered more red ocher, and copper paint cups.

Also started a fourth square south of first two squares and encountered immediately a dark stain with small fragments of burned and unburned bone.

Plans of area still uncertain; Grant Powell to talk to him.
When I arrived ca. 1 P.M. they were working 2 2-meter squares which Don Thomas, who had worked ca. 7 A.M., had helped them put out. Grant Powell has 0-0 stake tied into bridge over creek.

---

Map:

- Creek
- N6-W2
- N2-W2

---

Test cut in N6-W2:

- Level 1: 0-10 cm below surface
  - Some sand, shale, beds of clay
  - Very small flakes
  - Some red in beds of clay, but no clear pit outline.

- Level 2: 10-20 cm

Test cut in N2-W2:

- Level 1: 0-20 cm

- Level 2: 20-30 cm

- Level 3: 30-40 cm

---

Soil fill out of test trench in N6-W2 and saw very loose soil and small bone frag in place. Many beads in trench, back fill.
28 Sept 73
Fri.
— Cara called to report that John Sprinkle, Worcester County, said there was much vandalism in the form of small test holes all over site as Cara planned to spend the weekend of 6-8 Oct searching two test spots reported by Sprinkle, but
— Called Frank Powell. He reported site maps had been made but not yet mounted. No body seen. Auchithea Rd., not yet fenced.

30 Sept 73
Sun.
— Called Mary
— Called Mary - no sign of any considerable disturbance

4 Oct 73
Fri.
— Called Mary. They had mostly chap. meeting earlier that week. Earlier in week she and John blocked entrance with bricks and set up pot-lid screen there ad
— tock showed that was latest. Reunited today before meeting
— site. Found brick and screen gone. Large hole
— screen and brick. Found screen door, iron 5.5
— Called Cara Wise - has not heard from John Sprinkle

5 Oct 73
Fri.
— Called John Sprinkle, who had just called Cara;
— digging continued early in week by narrow, hole seen by
— Mary were borrow pits for road
— Called Mary

9 Oct 73
Sun.
— Called Mary & told to Dr. Savvy who said strata turned
— out to be only shallow deposits of red ochre with no
— artifacts or bones. He attributed the metal detector reaction to
— the iron in the ochre.
Delmanna After Phase

site on Delmanna
only at FedEx West Brian dig
systematically.

core systematic activity at FedEx.

Apr 73 excavation began by L D Chest.

Ear 6 - present cup - bowl up.

buried found later in rear field?
unidentified slate front on face?  back?
arrow
fabric - rusted cords
child buried in a bag - and shape - door cleat in round feet

Linen bag (linen) - cotton? - ground or

An EW cult that no cult unit
possible source of buried

Ball Bay comp early variety of shell (no Shell)